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ABSTRACT

As Iowa's Ambassador for Education, I spent the 1990-91 school year visiting with public school
educators concerning what they were proud of, what was effective for them in their schools.

I made every attempt to balance my visits between large and small districts, rural and urban, and
elementary and secondary. I also tried to visit schools in various geographic areas of the state.
Although I was unable to meet teachers and administrators from every district, I did speak with
nearly 2000 educators. The entire document summarizes the information they shared with me.

When asked what they were proudest of, most educators spoke of the people who work in the
schools. Their comments were inclusive of the work being done by professionals and students. I
categorized this work into six general areas:

1. Changes within the classroom Educators emphasized the value of initiatives like hands-on
math and Teacher Expectations and Student Achievement (TESA), as well as their own
personal modifications to existing programs. Successful programs within the classroom had
plenty of flexibility to allow for teacher autonomy. Teachers also found it important that
classroom instructional changes were undertaken voluntarily by the teachers, but that support
and continued commitment were promised at the building and district level.

2. Increasing the teamwork. In order to meet the increased demands on schools, educators
stressed the need to work collabonuively. This collaboration involved middle school teacher
teams, educators working with parent volunteers to assist students, AEA efforts to bring teams
of teachers together to write curriculum, community and school partnerships, and connections
with community colleges.

3. Meeting the changing needs of students. Even small-town Iowa schools reflected on the need
to rethink the programs available for students of today. Programs for students who are at risk
of dropping out or failing received growing attention from our school personnel.

4. Alternatives to isolation. To eliminate the stigma of student labels and provide higher quality
education for all students, educators described and showed me various ways to accommodate
special education snxlents in regularprograms. Pairing special education and regular education
professionals required new skills.

5. Alternative programs and structures. Our old assumptions about schools and the way they
operate have been dismissed by several districts. The alternative programs stretched from
groupings within the classroom to the academic focus of an entire district The structures
varied from alternative high schools to sharing arrangements for entire districts. The
exploration of alternatives will remain an issue of attention far virtually every district I visited.

6. The impact of Phase M. Educators described how Phase III had enabled them to accomplish
many of the successes outlined above. While Phase III did not receive all glowing marks,
districts which appeared to be most satisfied with their plans found a balance between projects
for individual teachers and focused development opportunities for all staff.

The success of these six areas appeared to be directly linked to school leadership. I found school
leaders were not limited to administrators but teachers as well. In order to provide growth



experiences for these leaders, new programs develciled by AEAs, professional organizations, and
institutes of various migins were essential.

Leaders who modeled risk taking, who challenged the status quo and who understood the
importance of pofessional autonomy tended to be identified by staff members as an impetus for
positive growth in their districts.

Whenever I asked educators to describe what worked kw them, they invariably included areas of
concern which prevented them from being even more effective. The rapid pace of change in
society, especially in the family structure, has had tremendous impact on young people. Naturally
as significant adults in the lives of young people, teachers have additional responsibilities thrust
upon them.

As the waid changes rapidly around them, educators expressed a frustratim with the lack of time
to adequately plan lessons and collaborate with other professiceals. Class sizes which were too
large prevented educatms from knowing students well enough to assist them. Because the needs
of our student . lation have changed dramatically, lack of changes in some schools and
classrooms a concern for me.

Educators shared their dreams and visions for the future. The concept of an ideal school brought
unusual responses from educators. Even though many teachers were not familiar with the
language of school transformation, they envisioned a school which could truly fit the definition of
transformed.

Some teachers proposed keeping the same group of students for a number of years. Others
discussed the possibility of elinunafing traditional courx titles in high schools and creating MOM
interdisciplinary pojects. Establishing coalitions with the community, to provide year-round
programs appealed to some teachers. Eliminating labels fca students and creating truly
heterogenous classrooms was another suggestion. Teachers at various grade levels spoke of the
ideal situation where assessment would be part of learning as opposed to testing which interfered
with learning.

As educators, we have spent far too little time conversing about the ideal school situation. Time to
create "visions of excellence" must be incorporated into the contract of every educator.

The final section "Where do we go from here" offers my interpretation of what I observed over the
past twelve months. If we tmly desire peak performing schools, we must support the peak
performers working there now and enable more of our educators and students to reach that
potential.
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INTRODUCTION

I have just completed a journey which will folever change my life. It began exactly one year ago
when I Ms named Iowa Ambassador for Education, the first person to be honored with that title.
As teacher-ambassador, I represented nearly 30,000 professional educators in this state. Not only
was that a trmendous honcr, I have felt a tremendous responsibility to represent my fellow
professionals well.

As is typical of any Iowa teacher, I wore blinders before this journey began. Myblinders allowed
me only to view onc_sixth grade classroom in gm school in Iowa. My world consisted of 28 pre-
adolescents who were struggling to balance academic challenges with the demands oftheir
emerging social lives. Often the biggest concern of the moment was whether or not my students
needed to wear overshoes at recess.

Never again will I wear those blinders. My journey this year has permitted me to view education
from the outside-in, from 12th Fade to pre-kindergarten, in large and tiny districts. I have roamed
throu0 over 150 buildings awl met at least 2000 educators, both in their buildings and at
numerous educational conferences and meetings. And although I will once again return to the
confines of the classroom this fall, I do so with eyes wide open.

I owe so much to so many that I hardly know where to begin. First of all, my family encouraged
and suppceted me throughout the year: I learned that my husband Bud is just as capable at cooking
and washing as I am and that my babysitting parents have more stamina than I when caring for our
two daughtas. The sacrifices the family made for me can never be fully repaid.

This entire journey would not have been possible had it not been for Dr. William Lepley, State
Senator Bev Hannon, and Governor Terry Branstad. Without their efforts and vision, the
Ambassador program would not exist.

I owe a special thanks to Ted Stilwill whose insight and probing questions helped me clarify what I
saw. The success of this journey is largely due to his guidance.

Although I will undoubtedly share this paper with others, I have written it basically as a selfish
endeavor. It is my attempt to synthesize what I have experienced, to bring closure to my journey.

As I began my year-long journey as Iowa Ambassador for Education, my first decision was
whether I would take a broad look at Iowa schools, describing what generally exists now, or
whether I would look for what educators were proud of, describing what seems to be working and
why. With the guidance of Ted Stilwill, I chose to focus on the successes of Iowa schools, those
factors educators themselves identified as "What works."

In selecting schools to visit, I asked every educator I met to recommend teachers, buildings and
programs I should see. I built a list of "Must Sees" which could have consumed the rest of my
career! Once I had selected the school I wished to visit for a particular date, I simply called the
superintendent or building principal and told her/him I wished to come. When I first explained my
mission, many administrators seemed confused. But as I further explained my job, I was, without
exception, welcomed to visit. I will never forget one superintendent saying,"You mean you
REALLY want to know what we're doing which is RIGHT? You REALLY want to know the
good things?"
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Once I had decided that I wished to look for the exemplary features of schools. I had to determine
whether I would take a quick snapshot of the programs cw whether I wished to visit with educators
in greater depth. Most of the time I chose a middle ground, wandering around and popping into
classrooms, speaking with educators at lunch, chatting as they supervised recess. Lack cl time
remained my biggest frustration. I would have Feferred spending a day per building, watching
more teachen in action and speaking with each staff member.

My one regret in this enthe expelience is that there are so many excellent educators, so many
excellent u that I will never see. Although I attempted to visit all geographic awls of the
state and ce my visits with nwal and urban, I found it impossible to give equal att,..ne an to
everyone. I recall a teacher I met recently at an AEA meeting who asked why I had not t'...ited her
district yet. My reply was, "There are over 400 school districts in this state and each has at least
one buing. With only 180 days in the school year, it is impossible to visit every district." I am
reassured, however, knowing that the Ambassadors who will succeed me will have chances to
view even more exemplary schools.

As I began my journey visiting with Iowa educators, I naively assumed that because the population
of Iowa is relatively homogenous that our schools would be much the same no matter where I
went. I soon discovered that schools which served very similar students and were only ten miles
apart were often worlds apart in the programs, teaching styles and even the atmosphere of the
buildings. Because of the great diversity I saw in our schools, I found it difficult and misleading
to generalize. To say, "Iowa schools are thus and so," or "Iowa educators feel this way," would
oversimplify the trends I experienced. Yet, having spent a year speaking with approximately 2000
educators, I did see and hear common themes. It is these common themes with specific examples
that I share with you.

June 8, 1991
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Section One
WHAT WE'RE PROUD OF

Whenever I contacted a school for a visit, I always emphasized that I wanted to set what the staff
was ptoud of, what was working well for them. By far the most common response was, "We're
proud of the people who werk here." That pride included not only the educators but the stmlents
as well. Sources of pride ft educators also ran the gamut from facilities such as Starmones new
school to student groups like Sioux City North High's award-winning jazz band.

I soon discovered, however, that most educatcws tend to be rather modest people. I recall
observing the classmom of cate fourth grade teacher who truly worked magic with her students in a
science lesson. When I asked her about her inspiration, she seemed puzzled, as though what she
was doing was quite ordinary. It never occuned to her that she should brag or that her idais were
worthy of being shared with others, even though she knew her students were experiencing
success.

In finding out what people were proud of, sometimes it was useful for me simply to ask teachers
what they were laying, what they hoped to accomplish. They were much more likely then to show
or describe the successes ard frustrations they were facing. Bonowing a thought from Ch:sles
Garfield and his book prakftriconal, top-notch perfamers in any field tend to be visior Ary and
realistic at the same time. In other words, the peak-performing teachers and schools I visi ed were
able tv identify what was stmessful for them. But they were also clear to say, "Yes, this s
working for us BUT we want to do so much more...."

Up front I want to tell you that I found an abundance of peak performers in schools, teachers and
administrators quietly helping students prepare for life. Unfortunately, most do ncia receive any
fanfare or any awards, even though they help our richest resource, children, pirpare for an
increasingly uncertain future.

The ideas identified here are but a small fraction of successes described by the educators I met. I
have eight legal pads chocked full of success stories shared by teachers and administrators! I also
hasten to add that these are successes THEY identified. I did not do the identification, nor did I
attempt to verify the success. Whenever possible, I spoke with other educators and students to
gain their perspectives about the successes.

CHANGES WITHIN THE CLASSROOM
As a sixth grade teacher, I must admit that the innovations and successes I saw right in Iowa
classrooms intrigued me most. That is where the tive impact of school transformation is played
out, where the final accountability for all our reforms must lie. If all our efforts at structural
change, shared governance and outcomes do not reach the classroom and the students working
there, then our energies have been wasted.

When first implemented, few teachers ever imagined that many of the innovations they now use
daily would forever transform their teaching. For example, the most commonly cited experience
selected by Iowa teachers was the Iowa Writers' Project (originally the Southeast Iowa'Writers'
Project). The emphasis of IWP involves the process of writing, the transfer of ideas from the
mind to paper. Process wziting is far different from teaching grammar and punctuation skills in
isolation and hoping that students will somehow magically incorporate these skills into titer
writin g.
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I found process writing to be heavily prevalent in certain areas of the state, depending on which
AEA I was in and how available the training was. A particular school building either appeared to
be virtually all IWP or not at all. When asked how the innovation had started in any ular
building, the answer was nearly always the same. One or two teachers in a building gone to
the training in the simnel-, had piloted process writing in their classrooms and had told their fellow
teachers about the success their students were having.

It is interesting to see that u writing seems to be growing in acceptance even though it is
certainly not that recent (1 8). As more elementary teachers have gained expertise in writing
themselves, they have shown inert 'sing dissatisfaction with the worksheet/workbook format of
the reading programs they WeTe 1:.smg. Many elementary teachers have mom' their reading
programs to a broader literary focus. The whole or integnited language movement has been a
natural progression for teachers who believe in process writing.

The lesson I learned from discussing pmcess writing with teachers applied to more than just this
one innovation. Fust of all, process writing has taken the teackr out of the mock of being the
informaticm giver, the source of all knowledge in the classmom. The students have become the
workers in these classrooms. And teachers have begun to transfer the student-as-water concept
to other areas of the curriculum besides writing. As one elementary teacher in Mt. Vance said,
"No longer will students be the audience while I stand up in front of the mom and perform."

Linda Calvin at Urbandale High School expressed the same thought when she spoke about
authentic curriculum in her high school social studies classes. Het analogy of teacher as coach,
students as players emphasized the active role students now play in their own learning.

Active student involvement has gone a step further in some districts. Student-led conferences at
Spirit Lake Middle School &cal the responsibility for assessing and desiping the conference
with the student. A few teachers at South Tama Intermediate School wen attempting a similar
program with younger students.

A second lesson from IWP has been the modeling teachers display to students. Before teaching
the writing process, teachers become writers themselves. They experience the challenges their
students will later experience. They show students how they struggle to perfect their own writing,
sharing the questions they have about what they have written.

Similar modeling of teacher inquiry occurs with programs in process science (Chatauqua and
SSCS, for example). In the training, teachers pose their own legitimate questions few research
rather than simply verify experiments done by others. A high school biology teacher at Davenport
West designed a course which requires students to pursue original research, research she, as a
teacher, does not know the answer to. A group of fifth graders at Albumen tackled an experiment
that the teacher admitted stumped even scientists.

The third general lesson to be learned about many successful innovations follows the philosophy
of process writing: ownership. Just as we observed that students take more pride in writing
which they own, so it is with teachers. When they "own" an innovation and choose to fit it to their
style of teaching and their particular student population, they continue to work to perfect it. Just as
a successful teacher of process writing must first develop and practice hisTher own writing talents
to be truly effective in teaching writing, so it is with any other teaching method.

Other "teacher-owned" innovations which educators spotlighted included the hands-on science
programs such as the 4-9 Project, principles of technology, cooperative learning, and emphasis on
math manipulatives such as Math Their Way. These received high recommendations from Iowa
educators oecause the basis for success is active student involvement in learning.
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I observed literally hundreds of spin-off innovations ,vhich teachers had persmally designed and
*herd= owned. Teachers at Meeker Elementary in Ames talked abcmt the "Great Math Treasure
Hunt" and "Asian Enigma" which had originated in the minds of their own staff members. A
course at West Delaware High SchocA called "Great Ideas" teamed social studies and English
teachers for an integrated humanities experience. Saw lents in a Mascm City elementary school
wrote their own newspaper of dm 19th century, incorporaring historical events of th o?. time into a
format of interest to young people. A kindergarten teacher in Oxford Juiwtion shared her
innovative hands-on math projects with fellow teachers. Project Think at Independence gave
elementary students the experience of starting a real business, taking out a loan, and writing und
selling their own logic puzzle books. A high school biology teacher at Sioux City North atdized
informatics' provided by a cystic fibrosis organization for use in a probability unit Students at
Clarence-Lowden have conducted research on World War 11 veterans in their community.

Not all the innovations were right inside the four walls of the classroom. Third grade teachers and
students at Roland-Story developtvl an outdoor education area and beautified the school grounds at
the same time. High school bioiogy and agricultme students at Monticello created and maintain an
outdocc education facility which doubles as a wildlife preserve. Several middle school teachers
described outdoor education experiences, camping trips, or retreats to church or scout camps as
enriching the programs they offered students.

Although teachers like these were quick to tell me that many exceptional ideas were not neces.mily
theirs alone (frequently they said,"I stole this idea from so and so but I changed it like this telt my
sty:lents"), they felt their skills as teachers were further enhanced when they designed classes.
themselves. In fact, I saw so many teacher-designed ideas which I wanted to "steal," that an entire
book could have been written and readily marketed for other teachers. Asone highly creative
teacher at Stuari-Menlo said, "I have so many ideas. I just wish I had the time to develop all my
good ideas."

Although I found innovative ideas in small and large districts, I did fmd some interesting trends.
While teachers in small districts expressed greater satisfaction in the degree of professional
autonomy they were allowed in implementing curricular changes, teachers in larger districts
identified support and training opportunities were more readily available to them.

The innovations listed above were initiated by individual teachersor teams. They were not whole-
school mandates or formally adopted curricular changes until staff members determined the change
was internalized. No one came in and said, "Thou shalt do..."

But does that mean that successful programs allowed teachers to just pursue their own interests?
Have such divergent paths played havoc with student learning?

I posed those questions at an Iowa City elementary school where I saw whole language philosophy
being implemented in a variety of formats. When I spoke with teachers, this is what I heard. "We
are all following the same path, the same philosophy. As our superintendent said, we are on the
same road. But some of us will be at different points along the road. Some will have traveled
faster, others will take an important detouror a rest stop. Some of our progress depends on the
group of students we work with."

Primary teachers at Keokuk this year have piloted whole language programs tailored to each
teacher and her students. Two first grade teachers emphasized the close communication they had
established as they honed their programs. "We tell each other what is working well and ask for
advice when we have difficulties. But we really know what is going on in other teachers' rooms."

Another teacher reminded me that we need to celebrate diversity, a key element of many mission
statements in districts I visited. "The snength of our school staff is the diversity, the individual
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strengths that professionals bring together as a team." She further specified that students are nor,
the same and neither are all tiv teachers. "We wouldn't want them all to be the same."

Administrators and teachers alike felt if the school established a broad framework (in some places
being called outcomes), that teachers should be allowed autonomy on how to teach. A first grade
teacher at East Buchanan reminded nx, "After all, I spend all day, every day with these children. I
am constantly diagnosing what they need. I need a great deal of freedom to adapt my teaching to
what will be best at that time." But she also pointed out that teachers must have raining in how to
be effective "kid watchers."

With increased emphasis on active stwient involvement in learning, many teachas talked about
needing more teaching skills than ever before. "i find I need a whole repertoire of skills now. I'm
not just lecturing and haMing out worksheets anymore," was the connnon sentiment expressed by
a Fairfield math teacher. In older to provide teachers with a wider range of teaching models,
districts have increasingly focused staff development dollars on enhancing teachers' skills.

Not surprisingly, teachen rarely identified whole-school programs as being a source of pride.
When I asked administrators what they felt had been successful, they sometimes pointed to a staff
development program which had involved the entire staff. Teachers were hesitant to give such
wholesale school staff development programs glowing marks. Where innovations for the
classroom were hrceght in for whole-school adoption, those identified as being successful allowed
mom for personal and professional growth and a great deal of teacher autonomy.

One of the most recognized whole-staff programs was TESA (Teacher Expectations and Student
Achievement). Both teachers and administrators tended to praise its value. When pressed for a
reason, they generally felt that it had direct application to teachers in the classroom and how they
were teaching. But the real strength highlighted by teachers was that TESA provided an
opportunity for teachers to observe fellow teachers in the classroom, not as critiques but as
learners. An educator in north central Iowa praised the classroom observations of teachers outside
her grade level and area of expertise. "I always thought it would be easy to teach music class since
they only have students sing. But when I observed in her classroom, I gained a whole new
appreciation for what she is doing."

Other programs of peer observation and peer coaching received praise from teachers. The strength
of the career ladder at West Delaware, in the opinion of teachers, has been practicing models of
teaching with a trained peer coach. Programs in Maishalltown and Beuendoif provided fir pair-
peer coaching. Teachers in a consortium of schools throughout the state who trained in Bruce
Joyce's Models of Teaching expressed similar strengths in the peer observation component.

A thini-grade classroom in the Waveriy-Shell Rock district was identified this year as a model
classroom for implementation of the NCI'M (National Council for the Teachers of Mathematics)
standards. Not only did area teachers visit this classroom in action, but afterward the teacher sat
down with the visitors and reviewed the lesson and answered questions. Teachers felt the strength
of this model involved both seeing the teacher and students in action but also the reflection time
afterward when everyone could sham ideas and probe for further suggestions.

I visited with two teachers at Ft. Madison, one a kindergarten teacher and the other a third grade
teacher, who have been peer coaches fin each other. They used terms like "opening up the
classroom" and "having another set of eyes" in encouraging other teachers to establish such
programs.

When I asked teachers to generalize about successful staff development programs, they tended to
include these criteria: 1). Useful in the classroom; has practical value 2). Voluntary participation
by teachers 3). Flexible enough to accommodate different "comfort levels" for teachers 4). Not
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ded to the teacher evaluation process, at least not until teachers have accepted and practiced the
"skills" (this seems to be a mason why Madeline Hunter has an undeserved bad name among
teachers) 5). Continued support and follow-up as teachers "practice" the skills 6). Commitment
to a particular focus mat than one year ("Last year we 'did' learning styles. This year we're
'doing' cooperative learning. What will it be mxt year?"); eliminate the one-day dog-and-pony
shows of the infamous "Staff Development Days"

INCREASING THE TEAMWORK
Just as opening up the classrootn has encouraged teachers to reflect more about their teaching
practices, team efforts have encouraged groups of educators to reflect on the practices and
structures of schools in general. One middle school teacher likened the skills needed for this
teamwork to "cooperative learning for big people."

One of the most ccsnmon themes I heard from educators involved the necessity of wcating as
teams. Several primary teachers reported that they had informally planned teaching lessons as
teams for years. However, most of the accolades fir team planning came from middle school
staffs.

Middle school teachers who have common planning time during the day identified that scheduled
tinv as essential kw sharing information about students. A typical middle school team in Cedar
Rapids Roosevelt Middle School might be four "core" teachers and one special education teacher
who serve approximately 100 students at a grade level. One middle school team meeting I attended
discussed the following: 1). A student whose mother appeared to be doing the homework for her
daughter, what approach should be taken with them; 2). A boy whose attitude toward school had
slipped; teachers knew his older brothers woe picking on him; his step-father did not get &mg
with the boy; counselcw volunteered to assist homeroom teacher in this matter, 3). Request by a
teacher for a student to come before the team to discuss frequent tardiness to classeg 4). a new
student who was moving here from Missouri; team assigned her a schedule and homeroom.

Although it may not ditectly be tied to team planning, one team in this school felt successful
integration of special education students had occurred as a result of teaming. Because a special
education teacher was a member of the team, special education students could be more naturally
integrated into the regular cuniculum and the special education teacher knew what skills/activities
to emphasize when working with students. In fact, this particular educator had three students
who wanted so badly to be Integrated into all curricular areas that they received permission from
their parents to stay after school for tutoring, rather than Teceive services in a "pull-out" manner.
In some cases these special educators taught some regular education classes too so class sizes
could he reduced for the entire team.

A difkrent team meeting I attended focused only on curriculum that particular day. Teachers
shared what they were doing that week in classes so they could "connect" with each other. They
were planning an interdisciplinary unit on Afro-Americans and wanted to be sure the transition
would be smooth. This team found that they had to carefully schedule their team planning time.
Originally they found themselves spending each planning session talking about the same twelve
students. For them, this was a workable schedule: Monday: student referrals; notes from the
building; Tuesday: curriculum for the entire team for the weelq Wednesday: each individual
teacher's plans for the week; Thursday: other staff share concerns (counselor, media specialist,
etc.); Friday: concerns about individual students.

Often the teachers responsible for the exploratory subjects (music, industrial tech, home cc, etc.)
have felt left out of the team planning process. While the "core" team is meeting, the exploratory
teachers have the studente in their classes. However, a closely-knit team of exploratory teachers at
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Cedar Rapids McKinley Middle School successfully supported efforts fcc the entire school. This
team coordinated outdoor activities fa- stress reduction, a career education unit, grocery store
receipts for free computers, and a display for Red, White, and Blue Day. They regularly met with
the counselor and the media specialist so they could work to assist individual students.

Teaming for fifth grade teachers at Sergeant Bluff-Luton was further enhanced when they all
attended a math workshop together. The common experiences strengthened their teaching skills
and provided focus for their planning time.

An Anamosa Middle School team summed up the benefits of team planning I). Focus on
individual students so they can't "fall between the cracks;" 2). Student absences are spotted
before they become habitual 3). Concerns for difficulties in a student's personal life; assistance is
sought for student before a crisis occurs; 4). Teachers coordinate homework and tests so students
do not have everything on one day; 5). Natural interdisciplinary ties are established; 6). Teacher
realizes that his/her subject is not the only thing a student needs to know.

Although team planning was important to middle school teachers, educators at alternative high
schools talked about the necessity for team planning in that selling. I observed a team meeting at
Central High School in Dubuque where teachers discussed individual students of concern.
Because alternative high schools usually serve a unique population of students, the obstacles these
young people face are often more complex than those of students in a traditional setting. These
teachers acknowledged that they needed all the wisdom they could find to aid them in helping these
students. Team support was absolutely essential for them.

The teachers I spoke with who did not have a common team planning time put it on the "Wish
List" A high school teacher at Turkey Valley expressed the sentiment when she said, "We ALL
need to have time during our working day to meet as teams. If we're going to provide
opportunities where students make connections among subject matter, we, as teachers, need to
i..xet regularly to plan these activities."

Of course, administrators agreed with this opinion. The missing ingredient, as usual, has been
money. In older for teachers to he ve team pnning and individual planning time, either more staff
must be hired or alternative scheduling/creative structures must be developed.

One possible way to "buy time" for teachers in the future may involve die use of volunteers or
support personnel. Teamwork may involve more people than simply school staff members.

Cody Elementary in the Pleasant Valley district has relied entirely on volunteers for its writing
center. Students dictate stories and create books which are constructed by volunteers. Rather than
spending precious class time on construction of books and covers, student and teacher time can be
devoted to other academic tasks.

Teamwork has expanded outside the school district boundaries in the curriculum writing process.
Teachers in AEA 6 and 7 praised the team efforts in writing curriculum coordinated by the area
education agencies. In the summer, each district sends top-notch teachers to the AEA to share
current research, trends, and teaching ideas. Especially in the smaller disuicts where there may be
-illy one biology teacher, for example, it is difficult to bounce ideas off other educators, so the
tram effort at the AEA is invaluable for them.

Western Hills AEA coordinated a similar curriculum writing opportunity. Teachers from a
moderate-sized district in this AEA found the shared cuniculum writing provided insight into
innovations in teaching. "We don't have a curriculum director...No one really had the time to
coordinate all our curriculum, so we had a real hodge-podge," was the opinion of the



superintendent in this district. Most of the districts who participated in such efforts used Phase III
to fund this work.

Although the type of services available through AEAs varied across the state, teachers in small
districts were especially appreciative of AEA consultants and counework. Without the assistance
of AEAs, these districts felt they would not have had the resources to provide teachers with the
expertise they needed.

Teamwork with the community has served to pronote both the school district and the community.
The Fairfield Chamber of Commerce regularly brought guest speakers to the high school to inform
students of careers. The Chamber also sponsored teacher appreciation events and provided
scholarship opportunities for student& Students at Louisa-Muscatine and Ottumwa were exposed
to professionals from their communities and cities throughout the state in career awareness days.

Fitting the needs of the community with the needs of the school fit the description for the
community/school library in Amana. Since the community formerly had no library, a previous
administrator thought a shared facility could enhance programs for everyone. By combining their
resources, the library provided expanded hours throughout the school year and into the summer. It
opened the school in both a literal and a figurative sense.

The Growth Corpmation for Traer also has worked closely with the school to promote the
community. Recently a nearby district, Parkersburg, began television ads in the Waterloo area.
These ads boasted about the quality of the school district

The Cedar Rapids Schools have worked with businesses in theircommunity to provide daycare
and preschool for employees of these companies. The businesses either donated a lump sum of
money or facilities to get the project off the ground. Once the program was in operation, parents
generally paid for the service.

Some of the teamwork which was identified as successful involved cooperation between high
schools and community colleges. The Indianola Learning Center, the alternative high school for
Indianola and surrounding districts, worked this past year with DMACC, tiv Des Moines Area
Community College. In the future the Indianola facility plans to link with the Department of Labor
and John Deere to funher upgrade the opportunities for students.

Kirkwood Community College and Northeast Iowa Community College have cooperated with
vocational programs in area high schools so students can complete community college
requirements before high school graduation. Vocational teachers have been supplied with a list of
competencies which they "check off' for students enrolled in their courses. If the student then
chooses to attend either Kirkwood or NICC, the student can have "advanced placement" in
courses.

The Tucker Vocational Center in Council Bluffs is a joint effort between area school sysLems and
Iowa Western Community College. The staff members are all Iowa Western teachers except for
the director and secretary wno are employed by the Council Bluffs Schools. Each session is two
and one-half hours so students were usually enrolled the other half day at their home high school.
Staff at the Tucker Center spoke of plans to start a high tech program at the middle schools which
will be a module-format.

Schools in Decorah benefitted from a partnership with Luther College to obtain grants for computer
technology. Each building was equipped with a computer, modem, scanner, and printer for use by
students and teachers.
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Businesses in Ottumwa strongly supported Education Week events. They provided guest teachers
fa- classrooms, facilities where teachers and students could "show off," and funds to sponscc a
reception for teachers. Mason City educators described similar support from businesses in their
community.

An art teacher in Decorah formed a partnership with a local store to display student artwork in an
artiste "show." Not only did students have an opportunity to show off their talents, but citizens
from the community were able to see the young artists' products.

Discussion about proposed partnerships was corm= among educators from various parts of the
state. Partnerships which appear to be most successful are truly symbiotic, each partner clearly
benefitting from the cowerative efforts.

MEETING THE CHANGING NEEDS OF STUDENTS
Not too long ago, a parent asked me at conferences if students today weir really that different than
when we were growing up. I responded, "How has society changed since we were in school?"
As she and I listed the changes in society, even in our rural Iowa setting, it became evident that
students have changed too. Many of the schools I visited have become increasingly sensitive to
these changes and developed innovative programs to meet those needs.

No matter which part of the state I visited or the size of the district, the changing needs of the
student populatim was called to my attention by educators. A principal in a small rural district in
southern Iowa reminded me that many of our present school systems were basically designed for
the needs of students who had strong ties to agriculture. "50 years ago most of our graduates,
those who stayed in school long enough to graduate, went back to the farm to work... Now almost
none of our students choose farming. In fact, most of our students leave this community, never to
return." Educators agreed that changes are needed in the schools. The degree and type of changes
they feel arc needed, however, are up for debate.

In recognizing changing student populations, districts formulated plans to meet these challenges.
For example, high school teachers at Fairfield found thma, so many of their students were either
working after school or so involved in other activities that they had difficulty completing their
homework or finding a time to seek help from irxlividual instructors. Rather than just complain
about the number of students working, the staff designated fug period of the day as a
study/tutoring time. They reported to me that students now come to class better prepared and,
therefore, have become more active participants in class. "If this effort increases student
achievement, we need to continue it," was the sentiment of one high school teacher.

The growing concern for students who are at risk of failing and dropping out of school or
becoming involved in self-destructive behavior has marked the recognition that our student
population has changed. Student assistance teams were identified as strengths in many buildings.
A LeMars counselor emphasized that the "at-risk" label can apply to any student at some point in
his/her life. The success of any assistance program, in his opinion, was its flexibility in
recognizing and dealing with student needs before a crisis occurred.

The formation of a student assistance plan has required much time and thought, according to
educators. I spent time visiting with educators from four districts in AEA 2 who participated ina
four-day residential training retreat with a cadre of school and community members. Based upon
the belief that drug abuse is a symptom of at-risk behavior and not the source of the problem, these
cadres focused on early intervention. An educator from Clear Lake spotlighted the emphasis on
starting support for at-risk students in the elementary first. "We feel there is a greater need at the
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elementary level, that we can make a greater difference there. If we wait until a student is in high
school, all we can offer is a band-aide approach."

Although not involved in the AEA 2 conscrtium, a tewher in Grinnell echoed the same thoughts,
"We can't wait until high school to focus our at-risk efforts. The problems start in elementary
school. We just see the evidaice of a problem more clearly at high school when the student gets
picked up for drinking and driving or drops out of school because he's failing."

Recognizing the need for early intervention, the state of Iowa has funded a number of at-risk
programs this year. I attempted to visit a number of these to find out what was working for each
one. At one of the elementary schools in Dubuque which received a grant far at-risk early
elementary students, teachers praised the use of an insmictimal strategist who worked directly
with students needing assistance. Citing the familiar problem in the traditional special edwation
model that students must fail consistently before receiving help, this model of using an
instructional strategist has been mere preventive. The strategist assisted children on specific areas
of need. For example, three students in first grade who were having difficulty in counting beads
received help from the strategist right in the regular classrocun. The next week, the strategist might
be working with a different small group of students who needed help in retelling a story. In fact,
some of her time was spent woddng with four kindergarten students who could already read when
they started school. She provided extended opportunities for them to enjoy reading, to make
certain they had a chance to expand their reading opportunities.

This Dubuque school also believed strongly in parent al involvement, assisting parents in working
with their own children. Programs such as "How to Read to Kids" promoted practical techniques
for parents.

Down the river in Davenport, an elementary building receiving a similar grant decreased class size
and employed a full-time parent educator, a nurse, and a counselor. The lead teacher in this
building expressed the viewpoint that if teachers ale to more effectively meet the needs of at-risk
students, then the teachers must be given support and assistance which is useful to them. Every
Thursday from 2:00-3:20, all teachers are freed from their classroom duties to focus on teaching
programs. The lead teacher volunteered to me that the grant provided a needed "catalyst for
change" in this building. Bringing in the additional personnel spurred the rest of the staff to
"transform."

Educators at three different at-risk grant sites in Cedar Rapids pointed out how each site developed
a proposal unique to the student population. One elementary school which has a high proportion
of its students identified as at-risk tailored its program to individual students, much like the IEPs
for students identified as special education. Another school concentrated its efforts on the
statement, "Every student can succeed," and ways to put that belief into practice. The thizd
building is looking at alternative ways to qualify students for frograms like Chapter I and special
education. Each expressed the desizt to better integrate their at-risk plans with special education
mainstreaming, community-based services, andcontinued education of parents and staff.

While most of the at-risk grants weir for preschool and elementary age children, the School Based
Youth Services grants have served olderyouth. Two of the districts piloting School Based Youth
Services spoke highly of the communication occurring between agencies and the schools. Even
though her district was not a grant recipient, Superintendent Barbara Grohe of Iowa City caught
the value of these efforts. "Now that we've discovmed that the problems thrust on us by society
won't go away by bellyaching, we're seeking collaborative efforts to solve problems."

Even though only a handful of the schools I visited had received state at-risk grants, other
buildings pointed with pride at their efforts to better meet the needs of at-risk and special education
students.



ALTERNATIVES TO ISOLATION
Although the term "Alternatives to Isolation" may be unfamiliar to most educatccs, it expresses the
commitment I heanl when educators spcice about breaking down the isolation of programs where
students are labeled, whether it is special education, Chapter, at-risk, or talented and gifted. When
asked what direction they were heading, many educators spoke of breaking the stigma attached to
labels and the compartmentalized models which often result

For example, at Sergeant Bluff-Luton, preschool handicapped children and children from the
neighborhood participated in a half-day Fogram. The teacher for the program emphasized the
value of having neighbcchood children act as role models fca. the handicapped youngsters, that the
language development and involvement in play activities were superior to a full-day handicapped-
only model. Her district must abandon this model, however, because the funding provided by the
state was only fcr half day and they cannot continue to provide the option for regular education
preschoolers to panicipate. They will return to the full-day handicapped-only model so they can
receive full-day funding.

West Branch incorpmated an existing community day care program with an at-risk three- and four-
year old plan (they received a state grant). Staff cited similar results to those identified at Sergeant
Bluff. They are even hopeful that students who might have been placed in a PDC (preschool
special education) room outside the district can be educated in this heterogencos setting.

Several schools I visited had their own version of RSDS (Renewed Service Delivery System)
befme the state introduced the concept For several years teachers at Epwonh High School in the
Western Dubuque Schools have teamed regular education teachers with subject-matter teachers,
particularly in English and social studies classes. The mot= teacher came into the regular
education rooms to provide direct instruction and/or tutoring to accommodate students.

Cardinal Elementary in Maqudceta is an open-spaces school and found that facility conducive to
integrating special needs students. Special education teachersare viewed by all students as part of
the teaching "team." While visiting the school, a special education teacher was reading a story to a
group of primary children while other teachers worked with groups of children on various projects
and skills. It was impossible to tell from such a setting which students were special education,
Chapter I or regular education students.

Special education teachers at an elementary building in Council Bluffs described their successes in
working with regular classrooms. By teaming two or more special education programs, these teachers
were freed up to work throughout the building, going into classrooms and working with regular
education teachers.

Teachers, both in regular and special education, who have been pan of such programs pointed out key
elements in their success. First of all, these educators felt that to be truly effective, the regular and
special education teachers must have some common planning time together. "Otherwise I don't know
what the teacher plans to do, how I can be most effective," said a resowee teacher at Council Bluffs.

A second vital ingredient for success appeared to involve the personnel. As a resource teacher from
Grinnell said, "I wasn't originally trained to go into someone else's classroom...That can be quite
threatening for soar teachers. We [special educators] need training in how NOT to be too pushy."

An Ames teacher reflected, "The special edtration eacher must be incredibly well organized and
flexible if mainstreaming efforts are going to work
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Neither are regular education teachers trained in how to best utilize the talents of another professional
in the classroom. Teachers spoke of the unique talents in curriculum specialization that the regular ed
teachers have and the instructional strategies that special educators possess. The challenge spotted by
educators was how to vuly work as an effective team in the classroom.

ALTERNATIVE PROGRAMS AND STRUCTURES
In order to meet the changing needs of students and the demands society is placing on the schools,
alternatives to the traditional way of doing business in schools have becomemore evident. Some
of these changes have been evolutionary, so the schools have been refming them for some time.
Others displayed mac rapid change. Educattas were quick to point out that many of the programs
they showed me were so new that they were not sure whether to label them successful. "We
believe we're on the right track," was the viewpoint ofan Ottumwa educanw.

The first change in structmr might appear to be small. Yet educatois consistently brought it to my
attention. Elementarf reading programs appeamd to be steadily moving away from the old
"bluebird and buzzani" reading groups. To the casual observer in the classroom, no real changes
would be apparent. Teachers were still working with small groups of students doing reading
lessons, and students were silently reading alone or reading aloud with a partner. However, the
small groups were flexible groups based upon a skill or activity for that day. The next day the
teacher might work with the entire class or have a completely different configuration for the
groups.

What amazed me was not the fact that groupings had changed from the old lock-step pattern. The
surprising fact was the reason for the change: research. The research showing the negative effects
of ability grouping (tracking at the high school level) is not new. Yet findings from educational
research have not often been relied on by teachers in their classrooms. When I pressed teachers on
the reason for their change, they cited the preponderance of research.

A few buildings instituted "no reading groups" in one year. Most, however, were like New
Hampton where the first grade teachers implemented the plan the fust year and the second grade
will adopt the plan the second year, and so on. (Kindergarten teachers rarely use ability groups so
the change had little impact on them.) In some schools, one or two teachers decided to implement
the change all on their own. At Albumen, for example, a first grade teacher told me of a workshop
she attended last summer where the anti-grouping research was shared. This past fall she decided
to implement it for herself.

At one elementary school in Davenport, the reading specialist in the building encouraged a "risk-
taker" at first rade to give the plan a try, at least until Christmas. When I visited her in April, she
spoke of her skepticism when she initially started. But she found the whole group/flexible group
successful enough to institute the whole year. "I know that with the grouping I had before, some
of the slower groups wouldn't have gotten this far. My only concern is for the really top students.
I want to be sure I'm challenging them enough," was her only reservation.

A first grade teacher at East Buchanan who enrolled in a masters' degree pmgram at UNI shared
the research with her fellow teachers. Along with the movement to whole language, she
abandoned strict reliance on reading workbooks and reading groups. Primary teachers in this
district mentioned visits to other districts and support horn AEA personnel as important factors in
their decision. They were not trying to "go it alone."

Speaking from a personal perspective of sorrzone who abandoned ability groups in reading three
years ago, this change should not be taken lightly. For many of us, the accepted practice and only



known way of doing business in teaching reading involved the once sacred groups. Just as the
Iowa Writers' Project has transformed the way we view students and their writing, so has the
focus away from structured groups by ability removed preconceived ideas of student achievement
levels. The importance has been the impact on students, how the students view their capabilities.

Middle schools too have examined the wisdom of accelerating or grouping students. The most
common acceleration I found was in math where highly gifted math students often were
encouraged to take algelma as eighth graders. They then would be allowed, in essence, to take five
years of high school math. The jury appemed to still be out on the value of this practice. Middle
and high school math teachers I spoke with air weighing this issue carefully.

Another demand being placed on schools and the students working there fit the concern that too
many students fail, and therefece, drop out of school. Several changes have taken place to meet
this challenge. For examPle, teachers in Adel-DeSoto, Clinton and Maquoketa have received
training in mastery learning. Just as teachers believed the removal of ability groups removed the
stigma of being a failure, teachers w:-go described their successes with mastery learning spoke of
giving students a second chance to learn.

Most teachers utilizing mastery learning set a mastery level of 80%. Students who meet or exceed
that level work on enrichment activities. Those who do not achieve the 80% level receive
additional instruction in a different manner than the initial instruction. Their progress is then
reassessed.

In order to better meet the needs of students in the mastery learning model, one Clinton elementary
building used teams of teachers, the learning resource teacher (better known to us as the media
specialist) arW flexible gmups. For example, if there were two sections of third grade and 44
students mastered the skill and six did not, two of the teachers might work with the "mastery"
students (xi enrichment activities. The learning resource teacher might wet with the six students
who needed reteaching practice. The teachers rotate the enrichmentfreteaching duties, depending
on the skills being presented.

Clinton teachers were quick to tell me that mastery learning did not seem appropriate for all subject
areas. They were using this model for reading and math only.

While visiting Maquoketa Valley Middle School at Delhi, I observed students working in
cooperative groups in a math class. This instructor combined the mastery learning model with
cooperative learning. He assured me that he was still refming the program but was pleased with
the student results so far. His biggest frustration, he said, was finding appropriate enrichment
activities. He found the Math Counts materials suitably challenging, especially when students
worked in cooperative groups.

Another response to the demands of society and the focus on active student involvement followed
the cooperative learning example. Literature from the business community has informed us that
more people are fired because they cannot cooperate with their fellow workers than due to job
incompetence. Most work in the "real world" involves projects performed by a team and many
classrooms have adapted that emphasis for students.

Teachers who identified cooperative learning as a strength of their classrooms generally
distinguished cooperative learning from group work by the interdependence of the group members.
They emphasized that the tasks in the group required students to tely on one another so one student
did not bear all the responsibility.

As I observed in classrooms engaged in cooperative assignments, I noted that each teacher
personalized the technique. Although most teachers spoke of the influence of the Johnson and
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Johnson model (David and Roger Johnson from the University of Minnesota), there were few
purists who followed their advice to the letter. Several teachers, particularly at the middle and high
school level, gave only individual grades rather than group grades. Other teachers moderated that
the strict assignment of jobs/dudes to group members either did not fit the assignments they gave
or the student needs. Still other teachers preferred to have students work more often in pairs or
groups of three rather than groups which were any larger. Most teachers also appeared hesitant to
always structure the groups with one high-achiever, one low-achiever and two average-achievers.
They appeared to group the students according to purposv of the lesson.

Davis Elementary in Grinnell chose cooperative learning as a staff development project for three
years in a row. A teacher in that building spoke of the enhancement for integrating special
education students when cooperative learning was instituted. "It's good for students learning to
work together," she explained. Her building houses BD (behaviewally disordered) student& In
order to work on socializaiim skills with one BD student, the resource teacher stayed with the BD
student in a cooperative group in the regular classroom until Ix learned appropriate behavior skills
for cooperative work.

Districts such as Center Point-Urbana used their own staff members as trainers for cooperative
learning. The trainers I met had usually attended sessions during the summer in Minneapolis and
came back to train fellow teachers.

One place where the demands of students and society have dovetailed successfully involved the use
of technology in the curriculum. North Tama Elementary School in Traer was one example I
visited. As recently as 1987 this building was limited to seven computers on carts. Due to the
efforts of the administrators and four teachers, this district created a facility and program which has
brought technology into use as a tool, not a separate program. By delaying the purchase of a
school btts for one year, the Board eannarked $30,000 in start-up costs for a computer lab.
Though the use of "quickie" inservices, teachers have been regularly updated about software and
hardware. This district offered an annual computer symposium at minimal cost to other teachers in
the area to come and share ideas with one another.

In several high school math classes I observed the potential power of technology. The graphing
calculator could revolutionize upper level math classes in the nwr future. Graphing a quadratic
equation by hand used to take students several minutes as they plotted points and approximated the
curve or straight line of best fit Now in a matter of seconds the calculator replaces the tedious
plotting. In case outsiders think this is the "soft" approach, I observed one classroom where the
teacher and students posed questions like this, "What if the x variable is doubled? How will the
graph change? What would happen if we squared the entire equation?" Where class time was
formerly consumed with mundane graphing tasks, now students can use higher levels of thinking
and truly apply their math sldlls.

Courses in vocational areas such as business and industrial technology now rely heavily upon
technology. Several of the business classes were typical of the one I visited at Maquoketa Valley
in Delhi. Students in a model office classroom now have the opportunity to be educated to use
software they will find in the job market. I observed students using CAD along with traditional
drafting methods in design classrooms. The old days of building a bird house in "shop" class are
being replaced with much more of a problem-solving focus which utilizes technology. In fact, due
to the influence of technology, I found the business and industrial tech instructorswere often some
of the most highly skilled computer utilizers in schools.

Technology has started to open the classrooms in Iowa. Unfortunately, technology still remains a
luxury in far too many schools.



As teaching methodologies have changed, so have sot= teachers questioned what they taught
students as well. In a few districts, the discussion concerned authentic cuniculum and authentic
assessment Providing students with experiences beyond the factual memorization level has
necessitated a new form of assessment for some teachers. Linda Calvin, a social studies teacher
frail Urbandale High School, probably has more years of experience with authentic curriculum
and assessment than any other educator in our state. Along with several of her fellow teachers, she
has provided assistance to teachers at Linn-Mar and West Marshall, among others. Elementary
teachers at South Tama and Moulton-Udell also described their effons in authentic assessment

The basic premise for each of these efforts rested on the belief that tasks should be authentic cr
close to real-life. The criteria by which these tasks should be assessed would be similar to
perfomiance criteria for the arts. For those teachers who touted authentic assessment, the real
change in practice came what they detemiined that the mystery should be removed from
assessment Just as when students perfirm a solo at music contest and clearly know what the
judge is looking for, so it should be with assessment in the classroom. The students should know
what exemplary performance looks like so the guesswork on what the teacher expects is removed.

Cunently some teachers involved in process writing have used a type of authentic assessment
Cedar Rapids students at eighth and twelfth grades are sawed by a team of teachers in a holistic
manner. North Scott teachers used a similar instrunrnt for their students grades two through
twelve. Denison teachers plan to train a group of parents in holistic scoring of writing. For
teachers searching for a writing assessment instrunvnt, the Iowa Testing Service offers low-cost
holistic scoring materials and training manuals for teachers.

Another criticism of schools leveled by business has been the lack of focus in schools. Employers
complain that a diploma is meaningless, that it signifies only that the students have sat through a
required number of classes. In order to combat that reality, several schools in our state have
pursued writing student outcomes, expectations of what students should know, be like and be able
to do.

Educators at Adel-De Soto have written "exit outcomes" for each curricular area. While educators
there admitted that they were hesitant to say that these outcomes were in final form, they felt the
process provided a valuable first step. The real value they identified came from the dialogue where
teachers openly revealed what was of primary importance in subject matter areas.

Teachers at Maquoketa have taken a similar tack in their outcomes. With outcomes written in each
subject area, in the upcoming year they will be examining ways of assessing smdents. Teachers
pointed out the time commitment has been more than they imagined it would be. Because the work
in this district has been funded by Phase III, not all teachers have chosen to participate in writing
the outcomes.

A committee of educators at New Hampton have written OtliCAMes and tied needs assessment to
them. They polled citizens and staff members concerning the importance of each outcome and how
well the school was serving those needs. Although they have not yet assessed student achievement
according to those outcomes, they pointed out that will be the next step.

Educators in Des Moines have discussed using descriptive outcomes for interdisciplinary courses
but realize that they must continue to rely upon grades and azditional course descriptions so
students can send colleges traditional-appearing transcripts.

The Linn-Mar distzict probably has the most ambitious and comprehensive outcome-based plan to
date. Four staff members have devoted nearly full-time attention to outcomes and assessment.
Their exit outcomes arc broad and transdisciplinary (across disciplines). This spring the district
assessed graduating seniors using authentic assessment instmments for baseline data Rather than
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examine the traditional curricular areas (e.g. language arts, social studies, math), they plan to
eventually focus programs around the identified outcomes. If they follow this plan into the future,
courses such as algebra I or world history may be rolled into new trusdisciplinaly moraine

In response to the growing need for employees to be high school graduates, school districts have
made efforts to reduce dmp-out min. Earlier I mentioned student assistance teams as one route to
prevent students from leaving school. Several high schools and some middle schools created at-
risk programs which provide greater individual attention to students who are potential dropouts.
Some of these pmgrams, such as the one at Dubuque Senior, provided actual instruction in study
skills and organizational techniques. Mason City High School utilized teachers from subject areas
such as math and language arts to weak with students in the at-risk center.

Despite these efforts, there are cases where students do not fit into the traditional high school
structure. Years ago these students would have simply dropped out of schools and might have
been able to secure decent jobs. However, those days are over. Alternative high schools were
created to provide a second chance for students who might have been considered lost causes years
back. Whenever I visited a moderate or large district, I asked to see their alternative high school.

Although I was hesitant to make value judgments in my travels, I must admit I was extremely
impressed with the alternative high schools I visited (I spent time in nine of them). The respect
displayed by the staff in these buildings was contagious, to say the least. They obviously believed
strongly in modeling appropriate courtesy for their students. Remember that many of the students
served in these schools were not successful in the traditional high school stmcture. This was not
necessarily an indictment of traditional high school but as one Metro student told me, "I didn't get
along very well at because there were too many 'preppies." This student had been
expelled from his home high szhool for fighting and was finishing his program at Metro.

When I visited alternative programs, there were two questions I always asked the educators I met:
"What can traditional programs learn from the work you do here? If you had the chance, would
you return to the traditional high school?" (Several alternative school educators had been RIFed
from other schools and "condemned" to the alternative schools.)

In response to the first question, answers varied. "In the effort to teach history or math or English,
remember there's a young person inside that body, a young person with feelings who really does
want to succeed."

"We realize that these students need closer contact with at least one adult. They often felt lost in the
regular setting. Too often their home lives are chaotic and they need a caring adult to listen." A
Waterloo educator emphasized how we now must tailor pmgrams to the styles of students rather
than expect each student to fit the same mold.

These educators often put flexibility at the top of their list for necessary teaching traits. One
science teacher at Dubuque Central spoke of the necessity for individualization in the program.
"My students really are at all different levels. I can't just present a traditional lesson like I use to at

. It would only fit maybe one student."

When asked if they would return to the traditional school setting, vinually everyone said either
"No," or "rd really have to think seriously about that." The Dubuque Central science teacher
summed it up when he said he could not return to mass-production teaching with one class of 25 to
30 students for six periods in a row. The only caveat identified by a Davenport 2001 educator was
the hours (he worked in the evening too).

In case it might be assumed that alternative programs were perfect, the educators themselves were
self-critical. The director of the new alternative program at LeMars warned that too many
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educators assume that alternative students are low ability and, therefore, educators may have low
expectations of the students. She found, as have other educators, that these students range in
ability just like the population in any high school. Attendance rates continued to be another
problem facing several of the alternative schools. Balancing high expectations for students with
some flexibility cntated natural conflicts when it came to student attendance. Virtually each of the
nine schools mentioned the necessity for realistic, clearly defined attendance policies, not as a
punitive posture but so students clearly understood the importance of accountability for them.

There was not a "typical" schedule or structure for the alternative schools I saw. Some schools, like
Cedar Rapids Metro, are in session Mcoday through Thursday with Friday for contact with students
and their families. 2001, the alternative school for Davenport, maintains evening hours. The
Davenport School District operates a separate pmgram especially structured for pregnant teens. Even
the buildings which house these programs are not typical. Ft. Madison utilizes an older home while
Ottumwa's program inhabits a former warehouse.

I devoted so much time to visiting these alternative programs because they focused on the former
"throw-away" students of past years. If futurists are accurate in their forecasts, we will need to gain-
fully employ all of our young people in ensuing years just to maintain the workforce. The need for
alternative programs undoubtedly will continue to grow. The need they fulfill is certainly not
temporary.

Some districts have explored the possibility of alternative structures for their entire student population.
In a way, sharing agreements between districts represent an alternative to the traditional K-I2 plan.

In my visits to districts involved in sharing agreements, I nude an effort to speak with teachers and
students. Those districts experiencing a smooth transition generally spoke about the open
communication they established with the communities at an early date.

No one told me the sharing agreements were easy to obtain., but they readily emphasized keys to their
successes. Some of the districts shared athletic programs, especially football, prior to sharing
academic programs. These educators felt the students tended to be more accepting of the sharing
arrangements since they already knew each other. In fact, I found students were far more accepting of
the possibility of consolidation than were either educators or citizens. One student summed up the
situation, "It's easy for the kids because we already know each other. Our folks don't."

In order to unite the communities and staffs, the Dun lap/Dows City-Arion districts undertook
strategic planning after one year of their sharing agreement. Teachers involved in that effort found
the structure of strategic planning informative. Each community shared their educational beliefs,
assumptions about education, and dreams for the futurr.

I listened with amusement as students and educators in some sharing districts described the crucial
issues the public discussed prior to sharing agreements.' A common concern appeared to be "What
will we call our athletic team? What will the school colors be?" In a community with a thriving
alumni association, they debated the future of their association if they shared programs with the
neighboring district. Sometimes teachers were really no different in their focus of concern. They
often worried whether they would have the same classroom when sharing was worked out and
whether they would continue to teach the same classes.

In districts where staff members were transferred from their buildings, I often found Teacher A
from District XYZ teaching next door to Teacher B from District 123. Each operated under a
different master contract (or sometimes one teacher's home district was not "unionized"). They
each were paid from different salary schedules. Their Phase III plans were different. Despite
these potential conflicts, most of the sharing agreements progressed more smoothly than teachers
imagined they would.

'';
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As I drove through small Iowa communities, I realized that the school was often perceived as the
last vestige of a once-thriving town. Citizens often assume that sharing agreements will lead to
consolidation which will lead to the demise of the community. Thatconcern must be balanced with
the concerns for children. As a superintendent from rural Southern Iowa lamented, "I'm afraid that
too many citizens are balancing the survival of their town on the backs of these children."

The teachers I met in these small districts tended to be strong supporters of rural education. They
chose the lifestyle because they felt it was a better environment in which to raise children. Yet they
related that it was becoming increasingly difficult to offer quality high school programs when there
were only three or four students in physics, for example. They were open to options and
alternatives. Some of their solutions and dreams for small Iowa districts are offered in the section
DREAMS AND VISIONS FOR THE FUTURE.

THE IMPACT OF PHASE III
Prior to my travels, I had heard various opinions of the efficacy of Phase M. Naturally I wanted
to question educators about the successes/reservations about Phase III plans. Often when I asked
educators what they were proud of, they pointed to programs supported by Phase III.

Realizing that individual districts wrote their own Phase III plans to suit the needs of their students,
I naturally found great diversity in Phase III proposals. In the first two years of Phase III, several
smaller districts where high school teachers might teach six different courses devoted money to
writing curriculum. Teachers in some of these smaller high schools described how tight budgets
had never allowed extensive cuniculum work in the summer. These same districts were often
unable to afford to send teachers to workshops or conferences where they could learn about new
teaching techniques or methods.

Phase III gave these teachers a chance to increase or upgrade their teaching skills. For example,
teachers at Olin talked about how they were able to attend a raiding conference where they brought
back ideas for whole language. Elementary teachers at the Elvira building in the Northeast
Community Schools mentioned the impact the Chatauqua science program had on their teachei-v.
The extensive success of TESA, Iowa Writers' Project, developmental math activities, cooperative
learning, peer coaching and individual innovations would not have been possible without Phase III
funding.

Phase III gave educators a chance to say, "What is it we have always wanted to do for students but
could not afford to do?" Districts like Linn-Mar, Adel-DeSoto and Alburnett provided afterschool
tutoring for students. Third and fourth graders in Akron-Westfield have been able to experience
outdoor education activities with a naturalist providing expertise. Phase III dollars paid the
salaries for media specialists in several districts so libraries could be open for students in the
summer. Summer courses in Galva-Holstein were available for any student, not just those
identified as remedial. A popular evening art class for students and their parents was instituted at a
junior high with a large at-risk population.

In many cases, the first two years of Phase III allowed teachers to pursue those individual projects
they had always been dying to do. Unexpectedly, this trend received criticism. But the trend was
deemed positive by many teachers. When the district provided some method of sharing Phasc III
individual projects, teachers began to team up and involve fellow professionals in effective
teaching programs. For example, in year 1 of Phase III, a teacher might have taken an AEA class
in cooperative learning. Phase III might have paid tuition for the course and the extra time the
teacher devoted to attending the class and developing materials for use in her own classroom. If
given the opportunity, she might have shared cooperative learning strategies with other teachers.
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In year 2, a team of teachers might have written a Phase III project where cooperative learning was
the focus. In some cases, such team efforts led a whole building to focus staff development on
cooperative learning. The growth of Phase Ill in such cases broke down the isolation of teaching
to enhance more sharing of expertise.

The Phase III projects identified as most successful by teachers followed the same gukiclines as the
staff development programs identified earlier in this paper. Where teachers were active and vocal
in designing the Phase III projects, they expressed satisfaction with the effort When they
abdicated the planning of Phase III to small core of teachers and administrators, the satisfaction
with Phase III appeared to wane.

Most educators' opinions reflected that of a Sergeant-Bluff educator, "Phase has been a
blessing." Because it is human nature to be most vocal when life is going awry, MOM press has
been devoted to Phase 111 abuses and dissatisfactions than to its successes. It seems unfair,
however, to condemn Phase III in general when the few problems that arose could be traced to a
few individual districts whose planning process needed revision.

The districts where teachers identified Phase III as especially successful balanced the personal and
professional growth of their individual staff members with the focus of staff development training.
It appeared that individual projects were often the key to identifying future projects worth pursuing
by larger groups of teachers. Although they were moving toward more whole-staff focus with
Phase 111, several districts expressed an unwillingness to abandon the individual components of
Phase III. "That's where we find out about new ideas... They're the innovations we might miss
out on," was the common opinion.

A few educators expressed the desire to roll Phase Lll dollars into Phase II. Although I am
sympathetic with the ovezall low salaries for teachers, my reply must be, "Show me how rolling
Phase HI dollars lotto Phase II will do anything for kids." Phase III enhanced the teaching skills of
thousands of Iowa teachers and improved the quality of education offered the students in our state.
I fail to see how simply transferring money into Phase 11 will produce the same quality results.

r" 1
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Section Two
CHANGING THE ROLES OF LEADERSHIP

If I had been writing about leadership in Iowa schools ten years ago, I might have titled this section
KEYS TO SUCCESS IN ADMINISTRATION. The mantle of leadership has broadened the past
few years, according to Iowa educators. Just as teachers told me their role in the classroom moved
from information giver to coach and facilitator, so has the role of administrator started to move
away from the stemotypical omniscient patriarch. But the transition has not been easy. As an
educator employed by an AEA remarked, "Administrators today face a mal dilemma. If they admit
that they don't kruaw everything, they're afraid teachers will think they're weak. If they try to
bluff their way thmugh issues outside their realm, they're viewed as insensitive and ignorant.
How can they win?"

When speaking with one administrator, I heard the following remark, "We cannot expect this
school to become better unless the people working here become stronger leaders." He was not just
talking about the administrators. He especially included his teaching staff. Tom Winninger,
keynote speaker at the spring conference of School Administrators of Iowa, reminded
superintendents, "The new dynamic [of leadership] is in the heans and minds of your teachers.
The new dynamic is not in the administration office."

Enlarging the leadership roles of administrators and teachers alike has received suppon from some
traditional and not so traditional sources. Several districts identified the Okoboji Leadership
Institute as providing an avenue to bring together administrative and teacher teams. Originally
started as a summer superintendent's conference, Okoboji has expanded to encourage district teams
to attend. Hearing nationally renowned speakers and sharing experiences with other districts were
key points, according to educators who ranked this institute high on their lists.

ln another part of the state, AEA 2 established a summer leadership conference for districts it
serves. Although only in its third year, educators I spoke with who represented three different
districts, felt the conference provided necessary time and facilitation to review the school year just
ended and to plan their district or building goals and programs for the upcoming year. The AEA
provided resources for facilitator training so each school district benefitted from a trained facilitator
to lead them in their sessions.

An even newer leadership focus utilizing school teams started in the fall of 1990. 28 Iowa school
districts from various parts of the state were invited by ISEA to each bring a team consisting of a
superintendent, principal, teacher, board member, and the Uniserv director (Iowa State Education
Association regional director). Business consultant Pat Dolan facilitated the shared decision-
making sessions where each district formulated a plan to build shared governance into their
leadership team. The majority of these districts expressed interest in forming a network to share
their successes, frustrations, and progress toward school transformation.

When discussing the increased leadership roles for teachers, administrators pointed out staff
members who weir highly respected consensus builders and were now leading staff in ways they
never had the opportunity for in previous years. Numerous options were available in Iowa
districts. Teachers in some districts became staff trainers in programs such as cooperative learning
or became peer coaches. An increasing number of schools formed site-based teams where a
building principal and teams of teachers established building goals or staff development initiatives.

Actually sharing the decision-making process has not been so foreign to some districts.
Formulating Phase ILI plans has generally been a shared decision-making process, especially in
districts where teachers were satisfied with their Phase III plan. One teacher at the state Phase III
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conference reflected, "I don't know why our collective bargaining can't be as cooperative as our
Phase III planning." Her remarks distinguished the collaborative nature of sharW decision-
making, contrasting with the inherent confrontational nature of bargaining.

All the talk of shared governance does not suggest that the role of administrators has diminished or
become simple. Based on my own observations, successful school-based decision-making
supports experimentation, risk taking, open communication channels, challenging the business-as-
usual mentality and providing opportunities for irofessional and staff development to accompany
these efforts. The administrator must be very strong, very secure to venture into the "unknown"
like this. An administrator who feels threatened by staff or parents or students cannot succeed in
shared governance simations.

Some buildings I visited seemed to have an aura of excitement about them. It was as though the
spirit of innovation thrived in these buildings. Fascinated, I invariably asked the staff what
constituted the magic about this place. They provided responses such as, "We're encouraged to
grow," or "There's an expectation in our building that we should take classes to become better
teachers," or ''Everyone sort of stimulates everyone else." Clearly the leadership encouraged, in
fact expected, that each staff member would continue to grow personally so the whole staff could
grow.

Even if the administrator was not the primary force in such buildings, he/she clearly enhanced such
a climate. I recall visiting one such district where, at first glance, the administrator seemed ahnost
inept. But as I observed and spoke with these exceptional teachers, they reassured me that their
principal was quietly working behind the scenes to promote their personal and professional
development. "Have you seen this? Thought you might be interested," would be written on a flier
or class description the principal might put in the mailbox of a teacher.

Teachers I met readily identified administrators they found mast effective in enhancing school
improvement. Several of these teachers pointed out that the administrator, usually the principal,
asked key questions of staff members about the usual way of doing business. At one mid-sized
school district in eastern Iowa, primary teachers told how they were uncomfortable when the
principal started asking questions about their reading program. She challenged them to the pivotal
question, "How do we know our reading program is working for students?" Not only was this
principal the catalyst for improving the reading program, but she provided opportunities for
teachers to visit other districts and attend reading conferences. She was both the stimulus for
change and the support to carry out innovation. However, she left the solution for the problem
clearly in the hands of the people who would implement the change, the classroom teachers.

In another part of the state nearly the same approach was the impenis for change. Teachers related
how they felt a great deal of discomfort when thez new principal started probing their heavy
reliance on worksheets and workbooks. As one teacher described, "We really weren't sure about
him the first year. But as we talked among ourselves and learned what teachers in other districts
were doing, we found that we were really backwards. He didn't really ever tell us we couldn't use
worksheets. He just gradually encouraged us to try other techniques."

A similar story came from a middle school where a principal provided research summaries to
teachers concerning ability grouping. Rather than dictate to the staff that they abolish ability
grouping, he provided summaries in the weekly bulletin to teachers. When I questioned him about
this move, he admitted that he was confident that teachers needed information if they were to make
a wise choice about grouping. He felt they would have balked, and rightfully so, if he had simply
issued an edict to abolish such groupings.
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This principal, like the others cited here, followed the advice of change specialist Michael Fullan.
Fullan's research determined that change requires ownership and does not result from externally
imposed procedures.

A high school social studies teacher shared how his principal inspired and challenged him to
perfect his teaching skills. The teacher, already a highly-skilled innovator, told how his principal
made him feel truly professional. "He doesn't provide pat answers or quick solutions...When I
want to try something new he also doesn't always say yes. But he always listens...He's willing to
really discuss teaching with me."

The common theme in stories like these centered on administrators posing questions, providing
pertinent research results, and eventually relying on the shared professional judgments of teachers.

The administrator walks a fine line between allowing teachers professional autonomy and
challenging the status quo. In the words of Edgar Schein, "The leader is likely to be the target of
anger and criticism because, by definition, he must challenge some of what the group has taken for
granted."

Beyond the initial issue which these leaders questioned, the tone was established that it was now
appropriate for staff members to examine the assumptions they had operated under foryears.
Although I found the impetus for self-examination was usually instigated by an administrator,
teacher-leaden also questioned established practices.

For example, in one elementary school which I visited late this spring, the teachers described the
leadership a fellow teacher displayed this year in changing the heavy emphasis on ability groups in
reading. This teacher began asking questions, especially about her own classroom practices. She
provided a self-examination model by which other staff members began to look at their own
grouping practices. When I spoke with the teacher-leader, she expressed the hope that this new
mt, vement of analyzing classroom techniques would continue, that they would constantly ask
themselves if what they were doing was best for students.

With the new portrait of administrators, several school leaders voiced concern for lack of training
in how to facilime teacher teams and build consensus in the decision-making process. Most
administrators took required courses in school fmance or buildings and sites but virtually nothing
in working with people. Just as teachers told me how incomplete their preparation had been in
counseling stuitents, so too administrators felt a void in how to work with other adults.

I must admit that I gained a new appreciation for school administrators. As they described what
they were proud of in their schools, they also shared the challenges that confront them daily. One
principal felt that a primary responsibility of administration revolves around improving instruction.
Yet he expressed frustration that research shows usual rating scales for teacher evaluationhave
nominal utility as an improvement mechanism. A superintendent in Western Iowa excitedly
showed me plans for a much-needed building program for his district. But the "selling" of the
bond issue to the commurf.ty consumed all his time. Adminismitors in other districts voiced
frustration at the amount of energy they had devoted to promoting either bond issues or
instructional support levirs. often to have their efforts end in defeat.

Frequently I met teachers who I felt had the leadership potential to become administrators. When I
asked them about this, a frequent reply was, "Who'd want that job?" One teacher told me that with
Phase III available, she could wcck extra weeks during the summer doing "creative" work and
make nearly the same amount of money as a beginning administrator.
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Another teacher told me she had plenty of leadership opportunities as a teacher-trainer for

cooperative learning. In the past when there were fewer chances for such leadership, she might
have pursued a degree in administration. But her desire fcc leadership is being fulfilled in this new

role.

A surprising number of districts I visited do not pay teachers fcr a masters' degree on the salary
schedule if the degree is in educational administration. For wcffnen who are tenitorial-bound, the
risk of earning an M.A. in administration and possibly not obtaining a salary increase strongly
influences them. I shook my head in amazement as a teacher recognized as exemplary told me that
the classes in school administration were some of the most beneficial for her in the classroom. But
she will not receive extra pay when she finally receives her masters' because that degree will be in

administration. "I know Fm a better teacher bwause of those courses. Why won't they pay for it?"

Leadership in Iowa schools is too important an issue to be left to chance. Only through constant
awareness and action can we even hope to entice more teachers into educational administration.

With the increased expectations for school administrators, it became evident that schools could
benefit from the shared expertise of all professionals working there. The spirit of collaboration
among school board members, administrators, and teachers appears to be growing. The
challenges facing schools today are too great for any one group to solve alone. As an achninistrator
from Lenox put it, we simply must work together ifwe hope to provide the best education
possible.

3
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Section Three
CONCERNS

I seriously contemplated not including this section. The focus of this paper was intended to point
out what was working, why it worked, and where we hope to be in the future. I certainly was not
tying to emphasize the negative features ofeducation in Iowa.

However, as I read over my notes prior to writing, I oould not ignore the statements educators
included. Particularly when I asked educators about their drums far' the future, they were quick to
point out the shortcomings of the present.

When visiting schools, I often found myself vacillating between excitement and grim reality. The
excitement was grounded in the new and innovative ideas and the highly-charged professionals I
met in my travels. Teachers and administrators say that they cannot recall a time when the field of
education has been more exciting, when they have been more alive.

The reality set in when I saw and heard about the tremendous challenges facing educators and
young people today. In fairness to my fetlow educators, I must point out the concerns.

No matter where I traveled, whatever the size of the district or the part of the smte, the most
common concern centered on the complex societal ptoblems facing young people today. Even
idyllic rural Iowa students must confront problems that you and I scarcely knew existed years ago.
The changing family structure, temptations of premarital sex and drugs, the rapid rate of change
from the industrial focus to an information-based economy and competition from foreign sources
combined to place demands on youth. The Dick, Jane, and Sally portrait of Iowa families just
does not give a true reflection of life today for many of our students. As retited UNI Professor
Jim Albrecht says, "Ozzie and Harriet don't live here anymore. They've moved to Japan."

Teachers described how inadequate their mining had been in dealing with the mytiad of problems
their students face. As one teacher reflected, "We're supposed to show empathy. Teaching is a
helping profession. I just wish I knew what to DO to help these kids."

Another educator from a large central Iowa district felt frustrated that there were professionals such
as guidance counselors in her district who had more expertise in dealing with student problems.
"But nobody has the time to talk together about how we can learn from them."

"More and more responsibility and bigger and bigger problems are thrust on us without any new
resources," was the opinion of an elementary teacher in rural southern Iowa.

This sentiment was echoed by a middle school teacher. "We're expected to solve society's
problems, problems we didn't create. They're problems we're powerless to change."

When I pressed educators concerning why so many parents had relinquished their influence on
their children, an overwhelming number of teachers felt parents just plain did not know bow to
parent. (speaking of parenting),"...It's the most complex skill there is and no one teaches you
how to be a parent. We teach how to change a tire, bake a cake, even how to vote. But no one
teaches you how to parent. I guess we think on-the-job training is enough. Well, it's not," was
the sentiment of a high school home ec teacher.

An accompanying problem was voiced by kindergarten teachers I met. They pointed out students
who entered school poorly prepared forany kind of learning. In the same classroom students
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whose experiences prior to school years readied them provided stark contrast. In one urban
elementary school, the kinderganen teacher told me that 24 of her 26 students started school one
year below the "expected" level of kindergarten. She had spent 20+ years tewhing kindergarten
and understood the normal wide range of readiness for school. However, she and several other
kindergarten teachers found the gap widening between those students who entltr school "up and
running" and those who must have been glued to the television for five years solid.

Because of the pmblems facing students and the increased pressure to prepare each student at
higher levels of achievement, the second major concern was class size. Despite conflicting
research fmdings pertaining to class size, teachers were overwhelmingly adamant that they could
not meet the needs of students when there were too many students in the class. A middle school
teacher pointed out, "Kids can hide in large classes. When class sizes are small, you're more
likely to talk WITH students rather than dictate TO them."

A fourth grade teacher became specific as she described one student. "I literally lost Jason because
I didn't have time to reach him. Those quiet ones you really lose."

As the kindergarten teacher with a class size of 26 said, "Students slip between the cracks right
before our eyes."

When discussing the issue of mainstreaming special education students, class size consistently was
highlighted. A middle school social studies teacher expressed, "When a stucknt is disruptive or
having learning problems, you're less likely to refer them for special education when [he's] in a
small class. With a class of 15 or so, you can accommodate that student"

At another middle school, a math teacher voiced her frustration with class size and integrating
special education students. "The [special education classes] have a cap on the number of students
in their classes. But when special education students are in my class, there's no cap."

An elementary special education resource teacher suggested a solution which I observed in only a
handful of districts. When special education students are integrated into regular programs, they
should continue to be "weighted" for class size. Fcr example, if a student is weighted 2.7 and is
integrated into a regular education classroom, she should count as 2.7 students. "That way the
teachers who volunteer to take special education students in their classes start out with fewer
regular education students. They shouldn't have to take 25 regular education students and three or
four special ed kids too," she remarked.

The third major concern dovetailed with the class size complaint: lack of time In the section of
this paper describing teamwork, I elaborated why teachers need team planning time. But
individual preparation time apparently is lacking in many districts. Teachers spoke about having
five and six preparations with endless meetings after school. I smiled in understanding as I spoke
with a newspaper editor who spent an entire school day in the classroom of a high school
journalism teacher. "He doesn't get any breaks. When one class leaves, the other one files in
immediately," he remarked.

"Shared decision-making is going to be tough when we don't have enough time now to do
everything," was the lament of a teacher-leader. But because time is money in Iowa schools,
alternatives solutions to "buy time" are needed.

The theme of change echoed a fourth concern. Although I saw dramatic changes in some Iowa
schools, I heard from educators that there is far too much business-as-usual. "It's OK for other
people to change their comes, but nobody wants to change their own," refler!..d the opinion of a
high school principal faced with declining enrollments in vocational classes.
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The clash between the academic and vocational programs was highlighted as a concern by several
educators. Demands for increased graduation requirements in math and science and emphasis on
foreign lanpage by colleges have caused numbers in the vocatiorial areas to decline. I was impressed
by the applied math and science skills I observed being taught in vocational courses. I recall vWting
one high school where the students in physics were performing a lab al electricity while in another
part of the building students in electronics were performing a similar lab in the vocational department.
Too often the academic and vocational instructors have little oppcsturrity communicate about their
curriculum.

However, most high schools realized that most of their students will not complete a four-year college
degree and will need to rely on vocational training at some point in their lives. The problem appeared
to be detemining how much equipment and staff high schools could affcarl in the face of declining
enrollments in vocational courses.

It may be my background in elementazy education or my natural bias toward middle level education,
but I personally found life in many high schools had changed very little in the 20+ years since I left
high school. The standard fare in too many classrooms was teacher-lecture, student-listen. In all
honesty, most of these teachers were effective lecturers. They just did not seem to realize that the old
paradigm had shifted, that the mold for passive student education was no longer appropriate.

Even more disturbing were the buildings or districts resting on past laurels who seemed to say,
"We've been good for the past 25 years. Everyone knows our reputation. Why change when
everything is going well?" Problem is these districts quit critically analyzing what they were
doing. Perhaps they are still on the right track. But I am concerned that Joel Barker's "Ground
Zero Rule" applies to the traditionally strong districts. Barker says that when the paradigm shifts,
everyone goes back to zero. I fear that the paradigm is shifting and too many districts will wake up
to find all their past accomplishments mean nothing.

In a very few districts I heard this message, "We feel our teachers are most effective when they're in
the classroom." The unwritten rule in such districts appeared to be, "Don't ask to visit other districts.
Don't ask to go to conferences or meetings." Based upon the impetus for improvement shared by the
majority of teachers, schools with the philosophy of "Stay home and teach" will rarely improve.

I found that I was consistently asking myself questions when I visited schools. One of the most
common was, "What would it be like to teach in this building? What would it be like to be a student
in this building?" Watching truly gifted educators work with students left me admiring how they
could weave the art of teaching with enjoyment of students. On the other hand, I met some
educators who definitely lost whatever fire inspired them to become an educator in the first place. I
often wondered, "Why would someone want to go through life doing something heishe hated?"

Our profession does not do a very good job of weeding out incompetent teachers and administrators.
I realize that our profession is not unique in that perspective. Yet as we strive to gain recognition
from the public that we truly are professionals, we must confront the lack of competence on the part
of that small contingent of co-workers. A high school teacher who brought up the topic of
nonprofessional behavior expressed optimism. "I think there's two factors which will force these
people out of the profession...As the pressure increases to transform schools, they will find out that
they can't just teach the same lessons over and over again for the next uptoen years....I 2-month
contracts for teachers will scam the 8-to-4 folks out too."

Even though they were faced with genuine challenges, most educators did not consider the problems
insurmountable. As a favorite quote of mine states, "Some people make things happen. Some people
watch things happen. Some people wonder what happened." Fortunately, our profession is blessed
with people who are determined to make things happen for the benefit of children.
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Section Four
OUR DREAMS AND VISIONS FOR THE FUTURE

"It's not what vision is, it's what vision does." (Peter Senge, The Dfth Pisciplipe)

Who among us has not envisioned an ideal world where dreams come true? My favorite inquiry in
my visits was, 'Tell me what an ideal school would beT' Eyes would light up or puz.zled looks
might cross their faces, but it was easy to see educators were eager to explore the "might be" or
"should be" world of education.

Sadly, far too many professionals told me this was the first time they had spoken at length about
their vision of the ideal school. We devote our hours to discussions about textbooks, discipline,
school lunch, and yes, even whether students need boots at recess. Are we so task-oriented that
we never "invest" in dreaming? How can we truly ever provide excellence in education without
envisioning ideal education?

My clearest recollection of a personal visioncame from a seasoned administrator who spent a
precious hour speaking at length about what education should be. I wondered how many of his
staff members knew this hidden side. In fact, when I later met his superintendent, I remarked that
Mr. certainly was visionary. "Him?" was the reply, "I never would have guessed it!" Are
we considered to bc slightly off-center if we share our dream worlds? Why have we not written
"dream time" into our busy schedules?

Tnerefar, the primary dream I gathered from my cohorts revolved around the chance to do just
that: dream, to create visions, to know each other professionally as well as personally. Unless we
institutionalize the necessity of dreaming and temporally remove ourselves from the everyday
nuts-and-bolts discussions, we will remain just where we are.

We may need some guidance in the dreaming process, however. As I listened to the dreams of
educators, I often heani images which were means to an end, not ends in themselves. Examples of
this confusion abound in all sectors of our country. I have heard lawmakers and citizens who plea
for a balanced budget. But a balanced budget is not a goal in itself. A balanced budget is the
means to a goal, the dream our nation can reach if we have a balanced budget

An example of a means to an end specific to education involved having more planning time during
the day. Teachers commonly responded that their vision of an ideal school provided teachers with
increased time. As a classroom teacher, I highly agree that we need such valuable time. But we
must be ready to justify wkv that extra time is necessary. Referring to Senge's quote, "It's not
what vision is, it's what vision does," I found myself often probing further with such ideas.
"What difference would extra planning time make? How could you better educate students with
extra planning time?"

Somehow, as educators, we must articulate what students and teachers would be doing in an ideal
educational setting and then build an educational program and organization to support that ideal
world. Too often we try to figure out the means first without having an end in sight.

I happen to be a promoter of shared decision-making in schools. But shared governance is not an
end in itself. It is simply to means to an end, the path to follow to reach a goal. Shared
governance, by itself, does not provide an ideal world for the classroom. It is one way to get
there.
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I conjured up the image of a road map recently to assist me in this means/end concept. If our
vision and dream is analogous to a large city on a map, then the roads leading into the city are the
various ways we can get there. Sticking to the map metaphor, each mad has its advantages. Some
will be bumpier, some may direct, some more expensive. Some might even be dead ends.

To be honest, most of us are enamored with the roads and just assume the destination is there. I
know I was and still catch myself talking strictly about the . We have to keep the ideal school
in our visioa while we discuss how we plan to get there. 0 I could discern a person's
destination of the ideal school, then I could understand the path they described.

A common vision among educators consisted of a more continuous program of learning for
students. A principal in northeast Iowa envisioned such a school. Possibly, he felt, we need to
consider a revised school year. By coincidence, last year four of my sixth graders proposed a new
school calendar. They felt we should have six weeks of classes in each tenn with one or two
weeks in between each temi. When I asked them about summer they said, "We'd start early in the
morning so we could be done by 2:00 or so. Then the buses could take us to Little League or the
pool." By eliminating the three-month summer gap, learning might stand a chance of being more
continuous.

I met several high school teachers who felt frustrated with six to eight class periods a day. They
too felt an ideal school should provide more continuity for students. I heard suggestions that
schools closely investigate the "Cornell Plan" in use by Cornell College. Cornell teachesone
course at a time for about six weeks. The students become immersed in one course so they do not
becane fragmented in their learning. The one-course-at-a-time concept appealed to a science
teacher whose students were exasperated by limited lab time. Field trips and work in the outdoor
lab would be more feasible with an all-day course.

An administrator felt the Cornell plan might work in smaller high schools where teachers are
carrently shared between districts. He thought a vocational agriculture teacher might spend six
weeks at one high school and the next six weeks at the neighboing district rather than travel daily
between buildings.

Discussion of a modified Cornell plan has been aired by three districts in Eastern Iowa. They
considered having each high school specialize in a particular tura. For example, High School A
might become the Sciences School, High School B the vocational school, and School C the arts
and communication school. Students would sign up for one course at a time, board the bus for the
high school offering the course, and return to their home schools near the end of the day for
athletics and music. Each six weeks the students would take a different course. In theory,
students could receive a higher quality education since each district now finds it increasingly
difficult to afford a comprehensive education. However, each community would retain a high
school, thereby eliminating elaborate sharing or consolidation concerns.

Variations on the Cornell plan were suggested. One teacher thought two courses at a time would
be ideal, one in the morning and another in the afternoon. Another teacher proposedan idea being
piloted in Missouri: Students combine extended class limes with a rotating cycle. On day 1 of the
cycle, the students would take course A in the morning. In the afternoon of day 1, students would
take course B. On day 2, they would have course C in the morning and come D in the aftemoon.
It might even be possible to have a third day in the cycle. According to the teacher who suggested
this program, students would only need to prepare for two classes each day and could have
extended class periods for labs. The plan could also do away with study halls since each block of
time would have built-in study sessions.

Still other proposals exist for scheduling high schools. A small rural district has considered
compacting most of the high school courses from September through April. In a May term, all
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vocational courses would be offered, possibly taught by community college staffs. This district
also tossed around the idea of summer courses such as outdoor recreation and envirtrurental
awareness so they could take advantage of staff frcnn universities and nei*hboring districts.
Students could take summer classes in settings other than the traditional high school building.

An urban elementary principal suggested using summer months as a cooperative effcrt between the
local library, the school and =oration services of the city. Confronted with students who needed
an enriching summer program, she hoped to offer enrichment courses at the school such as
computer classes, provide bus transportation to the public libraryor open the school library, and
coordinate with recreation programs. She wanted to be cenain students did not "lose" the academic
growth from the school year. She was hopeful that the summer program would be enriching, the
type of wportunities the school did not have time to offer during the nest of the year.

In order to provide more contimmaus learning opportunities, one teacher envisioned keeping the
same students for a number of years. As an elementary teacher, she found that by May she finally
knew the strengths and skills of each students only to then send them on to the next grade. The
following fall she knew she would spend about six to nine weeks just getting acquainted with her
new students and discovering their unique personalities. If she kept the same students for a few
years, she felt she would not "waste" the first quarter of school each fall just "backtracking. I did
fmd a limited number of schools which believed in this dream and are piloting the multi-year
concept, although the practice did not appear to be widespread.

Another common response to the ideal world question was "reduce class size." Because teaching
appears to be a process of making decisions in situations that are largely unpredictable, teachers
often feel overwhelmed by the constant demands placed on them. When I invited teachers to
explote how 'educed class sizes would enable them to provide an ideal education, they said they
wanted more time to know students, to be able to counsel each one rather than make quick
judgments and "move on."

A primary teacher spoke of the dream of working with a team of teachers who would keep the
same students for three or four years. She suggested about 75 students of various ages might be
assigned to a team of at least six teachers. Some of these teachers would have training in special
education and gifted strategies as well. She described lots of flexible groupings where each
student could "bond" with at least one teacher. Students in her ideal setting would not be labeled
as special education or gifted. However, because there would be teachers especially trained in
learning strategies, each stmlent needing assistance could receive it.

A slightly different vision came from another elementary teacher. He suggested all certified
teachers in the building be given a hetemgenous class of about 15 students. He would eliminate
virtually all pullout programs and labels for students. Because each teacher would be given 15
students or less, they could accommodate the individual abilities of the students.

I heard descriptions of ideal schools where students became involved in community service. One
teacher cited fmdings that students are more likely to vote and be less involved in crimes when they
participate in service activities.

A high school teacher in a traditional program supported the schedule of Metro High School in
Cedar Rapids. He saw real value in having Friday for a team planning time for teachers and
envisioned that day as community service day for high school swdents. He thought a variation of
that plan might be feasible as well. Rather than having all students do community service on
Friday, some students might do community service on Monday, others on Tuesday, etc. Each day
of the week a different team of teachers could then be scheduled for team planning.
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In the minds of me ;t educators, an ideal world should make students feel they are pan of a school
family. High scho interdisciplinary teams similar to the middle school teams were an integral
component of another dream situation. A high school teacher who had read Ted Sizer's works
favored teams of teachers working with a reduced number of students evm day. Frustrated with
seeing 140 students per day, he felt that limiting the number of students aM seeing them in block
periods would create a feeling of family. He felt the increasing feeling of alienation and the
growing problem of at-risk students could be reduced this way.

In the minds of several teachers, an ideal school shmild provide continuity between subjects, just
as ttflected in real-life situations. Our artificial subject-area separations shcold be eliminated.
Based upon this vision, a proposal for interdisciplinary teams came from a high school vocational
teacher. Since so much of life involves westing on projects in teams, he suggested piloting
inteidisciplinary projects instead of classes. For example, he suggested that students might invent
and market a new product, similar to the Junior Achievement model. Teachers from vocational
areas could work with the traditional academic amas as resources for students. That way students
would see how connected the *ills of communication, math, science and marketing are. He felt
the arbitrary separation of subjects would be eliminated.

Based upon tesearch findings that show the efficacy of parent involvement in a child's education,
one primary teacher expressed a desire to know a student's family better. When she had so many
students, she could not truly know the family well. She dreamed of a school with the Parents as
Teachers program to help the parents before babies arc born. A teacher would be designated to
work with the parent all through the preschool years and would be the child's teacher for the first
few years of formal education. The transition between home and school would be smoother and
the family could receive assistance in parenting skills.

I heard descriptions of ideal schools where assessment was an integral part of learning, where
students and teachers cooperated in using assessment to guide the direction ofa student's learning
program. One teacher described how many hours now were lost from instruction of students
through testing. Shc expressed a frustration that the information gained from such tests was of
little benefit in planning for instruction. Her ideal school involved a variety of on-going
assessments which could rely on observation by teachers (teachers would need funher training in
such diagnostic work, she realized), use of technology, and real-life "performances." She cited the
Key School in Indianapolis where each student has a videotape of hisiher performance on tasks
such as reading or math. She felt teachers could be trained to closely assess student pirogress and
parents and students could observe growth in sidlls over a period of time.

The teacher who emphasized real-life interdisciplinary learning situations suggested we must
redesign assessment instnunents to match real life. Although he did not have a ready-made idea
about assessment, he definitely felt most existing "tests" would have little in common with
interdisciplinary projeicts.

The visions proposed by educators appeared to be realistic. The teachers emphasized that their
ideas would cost nearly the same as existing programs and could produce better learning conditions
for students. They also pointed out that even though the vision of the ideal world might exist for
many of them, they would continue to seek various paths to follow to reach their ideal school.
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Section Five
WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?

As I reflect on my journey. I realize that the journey truly has not ended. In fact, it is an initiationfor my own continuous learning.

learned the difficulty of the change process. Prior to and during my journey, I read change
literature. But reading about change and viewing it firsthand are two different perspecfives. I
discovered how true Peter Senge's observation is, "People don't resist change. They resist beingchanged."

I learned we must mist the people working in the system, the peak performers and potential peakperformers in our schools to make changes. We need to do as author Nancy Austin suggests, givea Medal of Defiance for individuals who are committed champions of an innovation. When peoplewho take risks are not accepted by the rest of the staff there's a double loss: First of all, theinnovation may be lost. But more important, the risk-taker is less likely to ever propose anyinnovation in the future.

As leaders, we must model the risk-taking process and provide support, even when the innovationfalls flat. We must consider what Tom Sergiovanni calls "failing forward." When I think about it,the same is true of teachers who make a difference in the classfoom. They too model innovationand create a climate of risk-taking for their students.

I learned that the motivation for change must be internal if transformation is truly to succeed. Ournormal view of motivation in schools has been extrinsic for far too long. We discipline children,impose curriculum and mandate standards. The old adage, "What gets rewarded gets done," mustbe replaced with Sergiovanni's "What is rewardin,g gets done, gets done well, and without closesupervision." The staff developnwnt programs and Phase III plans which were identified as mostsuccessful exemplified this new theory. Teachers who practice active student learning understandthe difference between inviting and enticing students to learn vs. coercing students to learn.

The study of motivation has shown us that one of the deep intrinsic motivators for any of us isrealizing a sense of respect for our work. We need to "open up" our classrooms so otherprofessionals can learn about the work we do, the difference we make. We need to make adifference with our fellow professionals as well as with our students. I find that in too many caseswhere educators feel burned out that they feel powerless, as though they have no professionaldiscretion or respect. The leaders who make a positive difference talk about an ideal school, butthey do not dictate all the steps to getting there. They understand professional autonomy andownership.

We need to revise the language we use when we speak of the investment we make in education. Irecall reading an ad in the Wall Street Journal where an insurance company bragged about thethousands of dollars they invest in training just one agent. Instead of bragging about how muchwe invest in our teachers, we apologize for how much we spend_on teachers.

We must recognize that excellence wears more than one face. Just as we strive to celebrate thediversity in our student populations, so should we celebrate the diversity in our srhools. Weshould guard against any "measuring stick" which attempts to homogenize or mediocritize ourschools.



As we move from focusing entirely on process in schools (Carnegie unit; courses of 42 minutes
and 180 days), we must not allow ourselves to shift only to outcomes. We cannot have tunnel
vision zeroed in on the destination alone. We must remember to consider how we get there. For
example, what good is it if we develop students who are highly-skilled readers but hate to Rad?
What if our students become extremely competent in math but swear never to take another math
course again? We should never promise students that they must reach their destination before they
find the pay-off. The journey must be the reward.

Finally we must continually challenge ourselves, critically analyze everything we do. The key
question must be "What is best for our students?" We cannot rest on our record of excellence or
our journey will never be complete.

The ultimate question I feel wc must confront is, how can we make sure even more folks will make
that journey ? How can we create a climate that enables more and more educatos and their
students to be peak performers, to make a positive difference? If we hope to create peak
performing students, students who are prepared for life, we must heed Eliot Eisner's words, "The
function of our schools is to enable students to lead richer, fuller lives outside school. Our
function is not to have students just do better in school." We cannot allow ourselves to focus only
on short-term goals. The real measure ofour success in education must ultimately be measured by
the success our students experience in real life Afur they leave school.

As Nancy Austin also reminds us, our focus in education is now changing from teaching more
knowledge and skills in a haphazard way to teaching fewer bits of knowledge but doing it better.
There is nothing sloppy or haphazard about excellence in teaching.

We are in a people profession. We recognize that it is easier to develop a lesson plan or a national
testing program than it is to develop a learner. We also recognize that change does not come easilyor quickly. If our goals, our visions, our dreams are sound, they are worth holding and pursuing.
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